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Based on the algebraic characterization of reducible graphical flowcharts, 
recursive flowchart schemes are introduced and studied. It is shown how to obtain 
interpretations of recursive flowchart schemes in the same mathematically elegant 
way as is well known in the case of recursive tree schemes. The results directly lead 
to algebraic fixed point semantics of recursive flowchart schemes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In analog to the case of recursive tree schemes this paper derives algebraic 
semantics of recursive schemes over reducible flowcharts. The results heavily 
depend on the algebraic haracterization f reducible flowcharts as given by 
Elgot and Shepherdson (1979, 1980) and Schmeck (1983). Based on Elgot's 
investigations into structured flowcharts (Elgot, 1975, 1976) the former 
showed the class of finite accessible reducible flowcharts to be freely 
generated from a set of elementary flowcharts by means of three basic 
operations: composition, sum, and scalar iteration. In Schmeck (1983), Elgot 
and Shepherdson's results are extended to the class of finite or infinite almost 
accessible reducible flowcharts. 
In case of Z-trees the freeness and co-continuity of CT~ allow the 
definition of algebraic fixed-point semantics of recursive tree schemes (see 
Nivat, 1975; Gallier, 1979, 1981b; or Courcelle, 1983, for a unifying 
treatment). Analogously the freeness results obtained for reducible flowcharts 
lead to algebraic semantics of recursive flowchart schemes. 
Reducible flowcharts are of interest with respect to certain code 
optimization techniques. This is demonstrated by Hecht and Ullman who 
give a graph theoretic haracterization f this class and show it to be exactly 
the class of flowcharts amenable to the interval analysis technique of Allen 
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and Cocke (see, Hecht and Ullman, 1972, 1974; Allen and Cocke, 1972). 
Furthermore all the flowcharts appearing in the target language of the 
compiler in Thatcher et al. (1981), are reducible. Any attempt to extend their 
compiler correctness results to programming languages incorporating 
recursive structures necessarily leads to recursive flowchart schemes in the 
target language and to the need for determining their semantics in a 
mathematically satisfying way. 
The semantics of flowcharts very often have been defined with respect o 
their computation trees which correspond to their complete unfoldment (see 
Elgot, 1975; Ginali, 1979; Courcelle, 1983). These trees are regular, i.e., 
they are fixed point solutions of regular tree schemes (Ginali, 1979; 
Cousineau, 1980; Courcelle, 1983). It is well known that the regular trees 
form a free rational theory (Wright et al., 1976) or, equivalently, a free 
iterative theory (Ginali, 1979). In Schmeck (1983), it has been shown that 
the reducible flowcharts do not form an algebraic theory. Thus, e.g., the 
trivial semantics assigning flowcharts to flowcharts cannot be defined using 
computation trees. The results of Elgot and Shepherdson (1980) and 
Schmeck (1983) show that the algebraic methods of assigning semantics to 
trees have a direct extension to the case of flowcharts. That means, the 
semantics of reducible flowcharts may be defined directly without having to 
look at their computation trees, and this leads to a more general class of 
interpretations. 
Whereas Schmeck (1983) extended Elgot and Shepherdson's results to 
infinite almost accessible reducible flowcharts, this paper will show how to 
define the semantics of recursive flowchart schemes. As before, transforming 
the flowcharts into trees would lead to a restricted class of interpretations 
which is well defined, since recursive flowchart schemes are transformed into 
algebraic tree schemes which have been studied by Gallier (1981b) and 
Courcelle (1983). But because of the same arguments as before this would 
not be satisfactory. 
The flowcharts as defined in this paper essentially differ from the models 
chosen by Burstall and Thatcher (1975) and Gallier (1977, 1981a), Their 
flowcharts are bipointed irected graphs the edges of which are labeled with 
operations and predicates. Gallier also defines the semantics of recursive 
program schemes corresponding to programs with recursive procedures, but 
his results depend on his specific choice of operations and predicates, and he 
defines the semantics of his flowcharts with respect o their computation 
trees only. Furthermore in contrast with the model used in this paper his 
flowcharts have to be biaccessible, i.e., every vertex has to be on a path from 
the begin to the exit. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we define F-flowcharts and 
review those definitions and results of Schmeck (1983), which are needed in 
this paper. Recursive flowchart schemes are introduced in Section 3, and it is 
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shown how the interpretation of the base operations in F uniquely assigns a 
functional to every recursive flowchart scheme. This is used in Section 4 to 
derive fixed point semantics of recursive flowchart schemes. 
2. F-FLOWCHARTS 
Let F be a ranked alphabet, i.e., F= {Fi}i<o,, where F~ is the set of all 
symbols of rank i. For each ordinal number n define [n] := {i + 1 I i < n}. As 
usual A* denotes the free monoid generated from the set A and ] w l denotes 
the length of a word wEA* .  If f :A  ~B is a function, then af or (a)f 
denotes the result of applying f to a. 
A F-flowchart with n begins and p exits (or F-flow from n to p) is a 
quadrupel f=  (s, b, r, l), where n, p < co, 
s an ordinal number, the weight of f  
Is] the set of interior vertices of f  
b: [n] ~ Is +p]  the begin function off ,  
v: Is] ~ Is +p]*  the graph off, and 
l: Is] ~ F the labeling of f  
such that for all i E [s] we have il E Fli~t. Each word iv defines the sequence 
of direct successors of vertex i. The vertices lb ..... nb are the begins off,  the 
unlabeled vertices + 1 ..... s +p are the exits of f  The set of all F-flowcharts 
with n begins and p exits is denoted by Flor(n,p). The set of all F-flowcharts 
from n to p of finite weight is denoted by FFlor(n,p). 
EXAMPLE 1. TheF-f lowf=(2,  b,r , l )~Flor(1,1)with l b= l ,  l r=32,  
2 r= 1, 1l= re, and 2 l= 7 is depicted in Fig. 1. 
Let MAP denote the category having nonnegative integers as objects and 
mappings from [hi to [p] as morphisms from n to p. There is a natural 
embedding of MAP and F into Flor: 
Each f :  In] ~ [p] determines the trivial F-flow a?:= (0,f, Otpr, Or). Each 
7 E F k determines the atomic F-flow ~ := (1, b, r, l) E Flor(1, k) where 
B1 
FIG. 1. A simple F-flowchart with 1 begin and 1 exit. 
FIG. 2. 
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Representation f a F-flowchart f with n begins and p exits. 
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lb = 1, lr = 2 ... k + 1, and ll = y. The trivial and atomic F-flows are also 
called elementary. If the context allows; we usually write f and ;~ instead of3 ~ 
and ?). 
A vertex j of a/,-f low f from n to p of weight s is accessible iff there is a 
path from a begin vertex to j. f is accessible iff every vertex o f f  is accessible. 
f is almost accessible iff every interior vertex o f f  is accessible, f is acycIic iff 
the graph o f f  does not contain any cycles, f is reducible iff every strongly 
connected subset C of [s +p]  contains a unique vertexj such that every path 
from a begin into C enters C through j. If F is a class of F-flows, then F ac 
and F ree denote the subclasses of all acyclic and of all reducible/'-flows, and 
AF and AAF denote the subclasses of all accessible and of all almost 
accessible/'-flows, respectively. Thus AAFFlo~ ea is the class of all reducible 
almost accessible finite F-flowcharts. In the same way as accessible /,- 
flowcharts from n to p may be viewed as generalized surjective mappings 
from In] to [p] the almost accessible F-flowcharts from n to p may be 
viewed as generalized mappings from In] to [p]. They differ from the biac- 
cessible flowcharts of Bloom and Tindell (1979) and Gallier (1981 a), in that 
there need not be a path from every interior vertex to an exit and in that 
there may be exits which are not accessible. 
In the following informal definition of the basic operations on/'-flows a/,-  
flow f from n to p is represented as shown in Fig. 2. The composition of 
f~  Flor(n,p) and g ~ Flor( p, q) identifies the exits of f with the begin 
vertices of g (see Fig. 3). The strong composition f , g furthermore deletes all 
the interior vertices of fog  which are not accessible, thus producing an 
almost accessible F-flow. 
~ ~ fog : 
Flo. 3. The composition ofF-flows f from n to p and g from p to q. 
643/59/t 3-8 
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FIG. 4. The sum of F-flows f from n to p and g from m to q. 
The sum of f@ Flor(n,p) and g G Flor(m, q) disjointly lays f and g side 
by side (see Fig. 4). 
Finally the scalar iteration f t  of a F-flow fC  Flor(1, p + 1) identifies exit 
p + 1 with the begin (see Fig. 5). 
If the begin vertex is equal to exit p + 1, this vertex becomes a new 
interior vertex labeled with the distinguished nullary operator ±. 
The formal definition of these operations may be found in Schmeck 
(1983), as well as in Thatcher et al. (1981) or Elgot and Shepherdson 
(1979). 
Based on results of the last mentioned paper the following propositions are 
derived in Schmeck (1983): 
PROPOSITION 1. AAFFlo~ c is the least category containing the 
elementary F-flows and being closed under strong composition and sum. 
PROPOSITION 2. AAFFlo~ ed is the least category containing the 
elementary F-flows and being closed under strong composition, sum, and 
scalar iteration. 
A F-flow f is less or equal to a F-flow g with the same number of begins 
and exits as f iff the accessible part o f f  coincides with the accessible part of 
g except for maybe some vertices of f which are labeled with I .  This partial 
order on F-flows is formally defined in Schmeck (1983) and is analogous to 
corresponding notions for N-trees and graphs (see Goguen et aI., 1977; 
Gallier, 1977, 1981a). But since the trivial flows are incomparable to all the 
other F-flows this partial order has no least element, i.e., it is not strict, 
f t  : 
FIG. 5. The scalar iteration of a/'-flow f from 1 to p + 1. 
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which is in contrast with the case of Z-trees. Therefore we call a partially 
ordered set weakly strict (weakly co-complete) iff it is strict (co-complete) 
except for isolated elements, i.e., elements incomparable to all others. The 
least element of the maximal strict subset of a weakly strict set M is called 
the least element of M. 
These definitions lead to the following extension of Propositions 1 and 2 
(see Schmeck, 1983): 
PROPOSITION 3. AAFlo~5 is the least category with weakly co-complete 
sets of morphisms containing the elementary F-flows and being closed under 
strong composition and sum. 
PROPOSITION 4. AAFlo~ ed is the least category with weakly co-complete 
sets of morphisms containing the elementary F-flows and being closed under 
strong composition, sum, and scalar iteration. 
Other important results of Schmeck (1983) with respect to the partial 
order on F-flows are 
PROPOSITION 5. Composition, strong composition, sum, and scalar 
iteration are co-continuous operations. 
PROPOSITION 6. Every element of AAFLO r is the least upper bound of 
an co-chain of finite F-flows. 
An analogous algebraic haracterization is known in the case of Z-trees 
(see, Goguen et al., 1977). 
The finite F-flows referred to in Proposition 6 are the n-truneatesf ~n) of a 
F-f lowf which are identical to fup  to paths of length n from a begin vertex. 
The main result of Schmeck (1983) is the freeness of AAFI@ ed in the 
category CIFLM having all co-continuous scalar iteration flow theories over 
MAP as objects. CIFLM is defined below: 
A flow theory over MAP is a strict monoidal category (see, MacLane, 
1972) (T, o, +) extending MAP and satisfying the block permutation axiom 
Vf~ T(nl,pO, Vf2C T(n~,p2 ) (fl +f2) ° zc(Pl,P2)=zc(nl,n2) ° (f2+L) 
(where 7r(n 1, n:) is the permutation of [hi] and n~ + [nz] in [n 1 + n2]) and 
the injection axiom 
n l ,n  2 Vi E [2], k/f/E T(ni,Pi ), t(i ) o (fl -~f2) =fi o lfil) 'p2 
(where l~',.~ '"2 is the injection of [n,.] into In L + n2] ). If in addition T(1, 0) 
contains a distinguished element _J_, and if T is equipped with an operation *, 
called scalar iteration, satisfying 
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(I1) Yp E [N o, f: T(1,p + 1)--* T(1,p), 
(I2) YfE T(O,p),(f+ 1, )+=f+£,  
(13) Vf~ r(1,p), ( fo  ,p,,-~t "(1)] =f~ 
(14) g f~ r (1 ,p  + 2),f** = ( fo  (1 v + (11, 11)))*, 
(IS) Yf~ T(1,p + 1), Yg E T(p, q),f* o g = (fo (g + 11))* , 
then T is a scalar iteration flow theory over MAP. 
T is called co-continuous iff each T(n,p) is weakly co-complete with least 
dement Ln,p and if the operations o, + and t are co-continuous. If T 1 and T 2 
are o-continuous calar iteration flow theories over MAP, then every co- 
continuous mapping ~: T 1 -+ T z respecting 0, +, and , is called CIFLM- 
morphism. Finally we call a mapping ~ from F into an co-continuous scalar 
iteration flow theory T over MAP strict iff FO does not contain any isolated 
elements and if L~ = ±. 
Since Elgot and Shepherdson only consider accessible flowcharts, their 
flow theories only have to satisfy the block permutation axiom. As 
mentioned in the introduction a scalar iteration flow theory T over MAP is 
not necessarily an algebraic theory. But in case it is an algebraic theory it 
obviously is also iterative. 
Now we can state the main result of Schmeck (1983), saying that 
AAFI@ ed is a free co-continuous scalar iteration flow theory over MAP: 
THEOREM 1. I f  T is an co-continuous calar iteration flow theory over 
MAP, then every strict mapping O: F--+ T has a unique extension to a 
CIFLM-morphism ~-: AAFlo~ ed --+ T. 
3. RECURSIVE FLOWCHART SCHEMES 
Let X be a ranked alphabet of variables for nontrivial scalar F-flows, 
where x E X n is a variable for a F-flow from 1 to n. As usual define for each 
u E IN* of length kX u := {x]' ..... x~} such that for each i <. kx~. E X , .  
Following Wright et al. (1976) and Gallier (1979, 1981b), we define a 
recursive F-flowchart scheme from u ~ N* to v @ N* to be a strict mapping 
a:  X u ~ red AAFloruxv such that for each i ~< juf we have 
xUa E AAVlo~edxv(1, ut), 
If for all i<~ lu I xUa is a finite/'-flow, then a is called finite. Let RFSr(u, v) 
denote the set of all recursive F-flowchart schemes from u to v, and let 
FRFSr(u, .v) denote the set of all finite schemes. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let a ~ RFSr(12, 12) be the scheme that is depicted in 
Fig. 6. 
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FIG. 6. 
B1 B1 
A simple recursive/'-flowchart scheme from 12 to 12. 
Theorem 1 implies that every a E RFSr(u, v) has a unique extension to a 
CIFLM-morphism 
C~: red red AAFloruxu -* AAFIor~x~,. 
Thus the composition of a C RFSr(u, v) and fl~ RFSr(v, w) (or substitution 
offl into a) can be defined by a <3fl := a o/~ where o is the composition of 
mappings. Figure 7 illustrates this definition. 
The associativity of <3 is an obvious consequence of the associativity of 
the composition of mappings and of the uniqueness of the extensions to 
morphisms. Without the freeness property of AAFI@ e~ it would have been 
necessary to give a combinatorial definition of the composition of recursive 
flowchart schemes. This would have complicated considerably its definition 
and especially the following proof of its associativity or of any other 
property. 
For a E RFSr(u,v) and f ie  RFSr(u' ,v) (a, fl) E RFSr(uU', v), the 
pairing of a and fl, is defined by 
tx~a if i F  [lul], 
xU(a, ) := x"' I i_,.,/?, ifi~Jul+[lu']]. 
For u CN*  there is an obvious definition of the identity scheme 
1 u E RFSr(u, u) and for each i ~< lu] the ith injection t~ C RFSr(u i, u) is 
defined by x u~ t~' := x}'. 
X u IMX v 
red  red  AAF 1 oI.L/X v ~ AAF l ol-lAxW 
FIG. 7. The composition f recursive F-flowchart schemes a and ft. 
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Obviously we have for each a E RFSr(u, v), fl E RFSr(u', v) 
a t u'u' a) = where t~i') u' is the ith and for all a C RFSr(uU', v) (t~i f <~ , (2) <~ a, 
generalized injection "(iE [2]). Thus RFS r and FRFS r are No-sorted 
algebraic theories (see, Wagner et al., 1979). 
Looking for interpretations of recursive F-flowchart schemes (or 
"generalized interpretations" in the sense of Gallier, 1979) we have to 
introduce "functional theories": 
Let T be a scalar iteration flow theory over MAP. For u C No* with 
lu l=k  define T" :=T(1 ,  u l )×. . .×T(1 ,  uk) and T ~:={e}. Then define 
F(T)(u, v):= [T~-~ T~], the set of all mappings from T ~ into T ~. For 
a E F(T)(u, v) and f l~F(T)(v,  w) define the composition of a and fl 
a ~f lC  F(T)(u, w) by a vlfl :_-_fl o a where o is the usual composition of 
mappings. Now the functional theory over T is the category F(T) with set of 
objects N*, sets of morphisms F(T)(u,v), and composition v1. The ith 
injection t~ E F(r)(u i, u) may be defined by (t~ ..... tk) t u := ti, where [u{ = k 
and (t 1 ..... tk) E T". Furthermore define the pairing of a ~ F(T)(u, v) and 
fl E F(T)(u', v) for all t E T ~ by t(a, fl} := (ta, tfl). Now it is easily verified 
that F(T) is an N0-sorted algebraic theory. 
Paralleling the results for algebraic tree schemes which have been 
obtained, e.g., in Gallier (1979, 1981), we get 
THZOREM 2. I f  T is a scalar iteration flow theory over MAP, then every 
strict interpretation I : F~ T uniquely defines a morphism of algebraic 
theories I#: FRFS r ~ F(T). 
Proof Let I : F~ T be a strict interpretation (i.e. L I= 2_), and let 
b:X~T be an arbitrary mapping. Then b~:=IUb:FL JXV~T has a 
unique extension to a morphism ~:AAFF lo~xo~ T. Since the set of 
mappings from X v into T is isomorphic to 7 ~ this implies that every t ~ T ~' 
defines a unique morphism 
~/~ red AAFFlor~xo-~ T. 
Thus for a E FRFSr(u, v), l ul = k, I#: T ~ ~ T ~ may be defined for all t E T ~ 
by t(aI #) = (x~a~ ..... x~a~) E T ~. The uniqueness of the ~ implies that each 
a/e is uniquely defined. 
It remains to be shown that I # is a morphism of algebraic theories. 
Assume a E FRFSr(u, v), fl E FRFSr(v, w), t E T w, l ul = n, and I vl = m. To 
prove 
(a <1 ~) I # = aI # [] ~I ~ 
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X u IXoX v IDX w 
red  red  
AAFF IoFox  v . AAFF IoFoX w ~ T 
Fro. 8. The relationship between (a<1 fl)/# and a/# []/3/#. 
look at the diagram of Fig. 8. By definition we have 
t(flI#)=(x~flt~ ..... X~mflt~). Hence t(flI #) is mapping Y v into T and 
t(flI#)1= t(flI#)~3I is mapping FUX v into T. As fl o tl is a morphism from 
AAFFlo~dxv into T, we have t(fll#)l = flo ~ which implies 
t((a <3 fl) I ~ = (x~(a <~ fl) ~,..., x~(a <3 fl) ~) 
U - -  gl - -  = x,a ) 
= (x~at([3I#), ..... x~at(]3Ie),) 
= 
= t((aI ~) [] (ill#)). 
The easy proofs that I # respects the pairing and that I # maps injections into 
injections and identities into identities are left to the reader. II 
Let T be an co-continuous scalar iteration flow theory over MAP. For 
each n<co define Ts(1, n) := {t E T(1, n) l -~,,  <<. t}, i.e., T~(1, n) is the 
maximal strict subset of T(1, n). Let CF(T)(u, v) be the set of all co- 
continuous mappings from T~ into T~'~. Then the co-continuous functional 
theory over T is the subcategory CF(T) of F(T) having the CF(T)(u, v) as 
sets of morphisms. It is easily verified that CF(T) is an algebraic theory. 
To extend Theorem 2 to arbitrary recursive flowchart schemes, we need 
LEMMA 1. Let T be an co-continuous calar iteration flow theory over 
MAP. 
(a) I f  ¢, ¢': F-~ T are strict interpretations o fF  in T such that ¢ <~ ¢', 
then the extensions ¢, Cr: AAFFlo~ed _~ T of ¢ and ¢' satisfy ¢ ~ 0'. 
(b) I f  (0i)i<~ is a nondecreasing chain of strict interpretations 
¢i: r -~ T, then we have for all f E AAFlo~ e~ 
i<w i<w i<o~ 
Proof The proof of (a) is by induction on the iteration depth of 
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reducible flowcharts where the inductive basis is provided by induction on 
the length of the normal factorization of acyclic flowcharts (see, Schmeck, 
1983). The details are omitted for sake of brevity. 
To prove (b) define ~ := Ui<~,~i, i.e., for all 7~F7~= Ui<o, 7~. These 
least upper bounds exist, because T is (o-continuous. Theorems 6 and 7 
imply for a l l f~  AAFlo~ ed and for all i < (of(Ji = Un<~,J ri. Since for all 
n <co the n-truncate f(n) is finite, (a) implies f (~)~<f(" )~i+l  for all 
i, n < co. Hence we have for all i < co 
% I1 < U = d 9si+ 1: f~ i+ 1 " 
n<to n<o3 
- -  " - ; - - -AF" red  Define f~v := Ui< o~f~i, i.e., ~v = t_Ji<,o qi: A jo r ~ T. The a~-continuity of 
T implies that v/is uniquely defined. Obviously ~' is a morphism. Because of 
the uniqueness of ~'we thus have ~v = ~. Hence we have for a l l fE  AAFlo~ e° 
U,<o,/~. =fv  =f~=fU,<o, ~,. II 
THEOREM 3. I f  T is an m-continuous calar iteration flow theory over 
MAP, then every strict interpretation I: F-* T uniquely defines a morphism 
of algebraic theories I#: RFS r ~ CF(T). 
Proof Let /~ be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2. We have to prove 
that I # maps all recursive flowchart schemes onto m-continuous functionals. 
So let a be in RFSr(u, v) and [ul = m. It is easily verified that I # is 
monotonic. Then it remains to be shown that for all m-chains (ti)i<o, in 
we have 
( i~<o~ ti) (a/#) = i~<o~ (ti(aI#)) 
or, in more detail, 
But since all the ti, are strict mappings this identity is directly implied by 
Lemma 1. I 
4. F IXED POINT SEMANTICS 
In this section we show how to obtain fixed point semantics of recursive 
F-flowchart schemes. 
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Let a be a recursive F-flowchart scheme from u to uv. Then 
f ie  RFSr(u, v) is a f ixed  point  o fa  i f f f l=  a <~ (fl, 1~} (compare, Wright et 
al., 1976). As usual we are interested in deriving a least fixed point of a. 
Thus we define a partial order on RFS r by extending the partial order of 
Flo r, i.e., for each a, f ie  RFSr(u, v) we have a ~f l  iff for each i~[u  I 
xUa~ x~fl. Further let l~,  o E RFSr(u, v) be defined by xUl , ,~  := l l ,~ :  
where 21,,t is the least element of the weakly strict set AAFI@ed(1, u~) as 
illustrated by Fig. 9. 
Since all the F-flows occuring in recursive F-flowchart schemes are 
nontrivial, RFSr(u, v) is a strict set. We even have 
PROPOSITION 7. RFS r is an co-continuous algebraic theory. 
P roo f  (a) The operations on RFS r are monotonic: Assume 
a l, a 2 C RFSr(u, v), i l l ,  flz C RFSr(v, w) such that a I ~< a 2 and fll ~ f12. By 
the lemma we know that fll ~ f12 implies fll ~< f12. Furthermore fll and 1[]2 are 
monotonic. Hence 
C¢1 ~ fll = 
The monotonicity of the 
(b) For all u,v 
chain in RFSr(u,v).  
m m 
a I Ofll ~ a I O f12 ~ a20  f12 = a2 < f12" 
pairing is trivial. 
N* RFSr(u, v) is co-complete: Let (ai)i<,o be an co- 
Define aERFSr (u ,v )  for all j-<<lul by 
u AAF loru  x is co-continuous, a is well defined and x~.a := Ili<,o x: a i. Since e~
equal to the least upper bound of (ai)i<o,, i.e., RFS r is co-complete. 
(c) The operations on RFS r are co-continuous: Let (ai)i<o, and (fli)i<o~ 
be co-chains in RFSr(u, v) and RFSr(v, w), respectively. Define a := Ui<o, a i 
and fl := Ili<o,/3 i. 
Lemma 1 implies for all 7ERFSr (u ,v )  l t i< ,o (yo f l i )=yo l l i<o~f l i=  
7 0 I l i<a~f l i :~o~.  
Since because of Theorem 1 all the fli are co-continuous, they are in 
particular monotonic. Hence the fl~ form an co-chain, too. For fixed i and 
j ~< i we have % o fli ~< _a i o fl; and a i o flj ~< a i o fli. Thus U:< i a: o_fli = ai o__fli 
and LI:< i a t o flj = a t o fli implying that for all k < co kli,:<<k a t o fl: = a k o ilk" 
Hence we have 
FIG. 9. 
B1 
[] [] 
The least F-flowchart from 1 to u i. 
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=ao U /~,= U (ao~)  
i<~o i<~o 
= U LI (a;o#~.) 
i<oJ j<oJ 
: II (a,o/~U) 
k<o~ 
= [I (a ,<L) .  
i<oJ 
The co-continuity of the pairing is trivial. II 
Let T be an co-continuous calar iteration flow theory over MAP. For 
a, fl E CF(T)(u, v) define a ~< fl iff for all t E T~ss we have ta <. tfl. Further let 
Lu,v E CF(T)(u, v) be defined by 
t__.,o := (±,,u, ..... Z l,uk) ~ ~,  
where l u] = k and t E T~. Analogously to Proposition 7 we get 
PROPOSITION 8. If T is an 09-continuous scalar iteration flow theory over 
MAP, then CF(T)  is an co-continuous algebraic theory. 
We may now prove that the morphism I e of Theorem 3 is co-continuous. 
THEOREM 4. I f  T is an 09-continuous scalar iteration f low theory over 
MAP, then every strict interpretation I: F~ T uniquely defines an 09- 
continuous morphism/~: RFS r -~ CF(T). 
Proof. Let T be an co-continuous calar iteration flow theory over MAP 
and let I : / "  ~ T be a strict interpretation. Then for all t C T~ 
~/. red AAF lorux ,  ~ T 
is w-continuous. Let (ai)i<o~ be an 09-chain in RFSr(u, v) and ]u[ = k. Then 
we have for all t E T~ 
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(U u t = X la i t l , . . .  , Xka i t  1 i w i<w 
= U (x%r , , . . . , x~af , )  
i<w 
= II t(,~d ~) 
i<w 
: U (aiI•) • I 
i<w 
To obtain least fixed points of recursive F-flowchart schemes we look at 
the well-known fixed-point construction in co-continuous algebraic theories 
(see, Wright et al., 1976; Thatcher et al., 1978; Gallier, 1979, 1981b). 
Let S be an arbitrary nonempty set, CT an S-sorted co-continuous 
algebraic theory. For each u, v E S* and a ~ CT(u, uv) an co-cha in  (a(i))i<~ o 
is defined by 
/~  lU,V\ a ( i )  a(°) := (L . ,v ,  lv} , a l i+ l )  :=  \ ,  (2 ) /o  • 
Then for all i < co, a (i) ~ a (i+ 1). 
u,v o a V Define a v :=  Ui< w a (i) ~ CT(uv, v) and a + := t(l ) C CT(u,v). Then 
a*  is the least fixed point of the equation r /= a o (r/, 1~,} and we get the 
following result: 
THEOREM 5. I f  CT 1 and CT 2 are S-sorted co-continuous algebraic 
theories, then every co-continuous morphism O: CT1 ~ CT2 respeets v and +, 
i.e.,for each u, v E S*  and a E CTl(U, uv) we have 
av0 = (aO)v, a+0 = (s0)+ 
and for  all i < co, a(i) 0 = (a~i) (i). 
By means of Propositions 7 and 8 and Theorem 4 we thus get 
MAIN THEOREM. I f  T is an co-continuous calar iteration f low theory 
over MAP, then every strict interpretation I: F~ T uniquely defines an co- 
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B1 B1 
N IN IN 
The iterate a (°) of the recursive F-flowchart scheme a. 
continuous morphism of  co-continuous algebraic theories I#: RFS r-~ CF(T) 
such that for  all u, v E No* and a E RFSr(u, uv) we have 
aV/~= (aI¢) v, a + I#= (aI#) + 
and for  all i < co, a(i)I # = (aI#) (i). 
Thus in the case of recursive /"-flowchart schemes we get the same 
"Mezei-Wright" result as is well known for the case of recursive tree 
schemes (see, Courcelle, 1983). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let a~RFSr (12 ,  12) be as in Example2. Then the 
construction of its unfoldment av is illustrated in Figs. 10-14. Obviously the 
unfolding of the flowchart of Fig. 14 is a nonregular algebraic tree. I 
The Main Theorem naturally leads to fixed point semantics of recursive F- 
flowchart schemes: 
Let u ~ IN* and a E RFSr(u, u). If T is an m-continuous calar iteration 
flow theory over MAP, and if I :  F-~ T is a strict interpretation of F, then the 
(T, I)-semantics of  a is defined to be (aI#) + 
Since for all a E RFSr(u, u) we have aV= a +, this could be rewritten as 
(aI #) + = a vI* 
= ]1 (a~i)I*). 
i<to 
B1 B1 
FiG. 1 1. The iterate a (~) of the recursive F-flowchart scheme a. 
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B1 B1 
FIG. 12. The iterate a (3) of  the recursive /" f lowchart  scheme a. 
x~= 
B1 B1 
E 
FIG. 13. The iterate a (5~ of the recursive F- f lowchart  scheme a. 
B1 
12 V V FIG, 14. The component  x~ a o f theunfo ldmenta  o fa .  
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Thus the (T, /)-semantics of a is the least upper bound of an co-chain of 
approximating semantics of a. 
Let us call a, fl E RFSr(u, u) equivalent (a Nil) iff for all co-continuous 
scalar iteration flow theories T over MAP and for all strict interpretations I 
of F in T a and fl have the same (T, /)-semantics, i.e., iff (aI¢)+ = (flit) +. 
We get the following result: 
THEOREM 6. For all a, f lE RFSr(u, u) we have a ~/3 (=) a + =fl+. 
Proof.  From the Main Theorem we get a~/3(=}(a+) I#=( f l+) I  ~.
Thus a + =fl+ implies the equivalence of a and /3. On the other hand 
AAFIo[. e~ is an o~-continuous scalar iteration flow theory over MAP, and the 
embedding of F into AAFlo~ ed is a strict interpretation. The equivalence of a 
and/3 thus implies that their (AAFIo~ ed, lr)-semantics i the same, whence 
a+=~ +. I 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have shown how algebraic semantics can be defined for 
recursive F-flowchart schemes using the freeness results for reducible F- 
flowcharts. This generalizes the investigation of algebraic tree schemes (see 
Courcelle, 1983) to the case of flowcharts and considerably extends the 
algebraic characterization f structured flowcharts as begun by Elgot and 
Shepherdson (1979, 1980). 
Our results also generalize those of Gallier (1977, 1981a), because they 
are derived independent of the specific choice of F, and because they apply 
to a larger class of flowcharts. In Schmeck (1983), an example is given 
where F-flowcharts represent nondeterministic programs on a stack machine. 
Recursive F-flowcharts then correspond to the nondeterministic flowchart 
programs with recursive procedures used by Gallier. Furthermore this 
example provides an extension of the target language of the compiler used in 
Thatcher et al. (1981). As mentioned in the Introduction the algebraic 
characterization of recursive flowchart schemes and the mathematically 
satisfying definition of their semantics might lead to an extension of the 
compiler correctness results of Thatcher et al. (1981), to programming 
languages incorporating recursive structures. 
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